ABSTRACT. Downing [6] extended the well-known result that any closed 3-manifold X contains a handlebody H such that el(X-H) is homeomorphic to H in the case where X is a compact 3-manifold with nonvoid boundary. We show that if X is a compact 3-manifold with involution h having 2-dimensional fixed point set, then X contains an h-invariant handlebody H such that the involutions i,,duced on H and el(X-If) are naturally equivalent.
I NTRODUCT ION.
In this paper all spaces and maps are piecewise linear (PL) in the sense of
Rourke and Sanderson if].
Thus all spaces can be triangulated and all maps and subspaces are PL. This is no restriction as every 3-manifold has a tr[angrulation by
Bing [2] . Notation follows Nelson [3] , [4] , and Rourke and Sanderson [I] .
Let X be a closed 3-manifold with triangulation T. If S is the l-skeleton of T and H is a regular neighborhood of S, then it is a classical result, see Seifert and Threlfa]l [5,p.219] , that H and H 2 el(X-H) are homeomorphic handlebodies. Downing [6] extended this result, showlug that every 3-manifold with nonvoid boundary also contains a handlebody which is homeo,orph[c to its complement. It is the purpose of this paper to show that these res,Its can urther extended so that certain symmetries are respected.
These snmetries ale those realized as involutions of X with orientable 2-dimensional fixed po.nt sets.
Recall that an involution of X ;s a h,meomorphsm on X of period two. That is, we may assume that G t preserves the fiber structure on J(A x [-1,3] 
